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Oxfordshire’s Strategic Economic 
Journey …….

Plus a series of supporting LEP strategies around 
skills (linking to the SAP and now LSIPs); 
innovation; internationalisation. 

…and wider strategic statements for Oxfordshire 
–particularly linking to transport and Local Plans



Towards Oxfordshire's SEP 2023 …..
• The SEP process must inform and animate a new, constructive and creative county-wide 

conversation about Oxfordshire’s economic future

• It will be important to build on what has been achieved and learned… 

• …but we must also recognise what needs to be different.  This means:

• managing economic risk in the context of global ‘permacrisis’ or ‘polycrisis’

• anticipating political change/upheaval/uncertainty at a national level

• harnessing Oxfordshire’s ‘Covid dividend’ whilst also recognising the risks

• navigating the changing local politics of Oxfordshire, particularly through the Future 
Oxfordshire Partnership and post Oxfordshire Plan 2050

• recognising the criticality of ‘good growth’, Net Zero and Equality, Diversity and Inclusion 
(EDI)

• ensuring that more, and different, Oxfordshire voices are heard in shaping the new strategy –
particularly younger people and employers/businesses



Animating an ‘economic conversation’ across
Oxfordshire for 2023 and beyond

Good growth’ outcomes across all 
parts of Oxfordshire (Oxford, towns, 
rural areas) – particularly in relation to 
Net Zero, wider environmental 
concerns, and socio-economic 
progression



An Oxfordshire Independent Economic Review

IER processes are effective in complex 
economies in bringing an independent 
view and stimulating an informed 
conversation in relation to economic 
futures.

Through an Oxfordshire IER, we will 

• bring together existing material and new 
insights

• focus on ‘economy-wide’ themes 
(structured around ‘deep dive’ topics)

• involve a wider range of stakeholders 
from a greater breadth of perspectives

• develop narrative scenarios that are 
drawn from an inclusive, evidence-led 
and ‘value adding’ process

Oxfordshire Independent Economic 
Review –potential ‘deep dives’:

• How do we enable progression within 
Oxfordshire and achieve more inclusive 
economic growth?

• How do we secure the future of the 
‘foundational economy’ within 
Oxfordshire?

• How do we advance Net Zero and 
sustainability in shaping future economic 
growth?

• Recognising Oxfordshire’s world class 
strengths, how do we accelerate 
innovation and diffusion –both within 
Oxfordshire and across the UK?



Our Approach



SEP Work Programme  



Questions & Discussion
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